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ABSTRACT: Metallic glasses have been established to have unique properties such as
ductility, toughness, and soft magnetism with promising engineering applications.
However, the glass-forming ability (GFA) has not been suﬃcient to synthesize the bulk
metallic glasses (BMGs) required for many engineering applications. Attempts to
develop the understanding of the GFA required to predict the optimum alloys have not
yet been proven successful. We develop here a computational model based on
molecular dynamics simulations that explains the dramatic change of GFA with alloying
small amounts of Al into Cu−Zr. We ﬁnd that the high GFA to form BMGs depends on
a combination of three factors, (a) a low thermodynamic driving force for
crystallization, (b) a high melt viscosity, and (c) large ratios of icosahedral structures
in the liquid phase. These computational methods to predict these factors that suppress
formation of crystal nuclei and slow the dynamic motions in the liquids are practical for
in silico prediction of new alloys with optimal GFA.
SECTION: Glasses, Colloids, Polymers, and Soft Matter
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liquidus or melting temperature. This idea was further extended
by Inoue4 to account for the range of the undercooled liquid
regions (ΔTx = Tx − Tg), where the Tx is the onset temperature
for crystal melting. The Trg rule suggested that the best GFA
region would be located near the eutectic point of the alloy, but
many experimental observations ﬁnd otherwise.11,12 Furthermore, this concept would not explain the crystalline phases
found to emerge from the glass matrix. Others have
hypothesized explanations of GFA based on the concept of
the glass phase competing by suppressing crystal growth of all
possible crystalline structures.13,14 In particular, the importance
of atomic size ratios and the presence of icosahedral structures
in the melt have been emphasized.15,16
In this Letter, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
to predict the thermodynamic driving forces, the melt viscosity,
and the atomic structures as a function of alloying Al into the
Cu−Zr binary alloy. In particular, we predict the thermodynamic properties of the liquids and vitreous alloys during the
quenching process. These studies predict that the optimum
glass formers for Cu−Zr−Al ternary alloys have ∼12.5% Al,
which agrees very well with recent experiments6,17−20 and
theories.6,21−23

etallic glasses have been established to have unique
properties such as ductility, high fracture toughness,
high corrosion resistance, and soft magnetism.1−8 Unfortunately, it has been diﬃcult to use these unique properties in a
wide range of engineering applications because the need for
rapid solidiﬁcation limits the thickness of the amorphous
materials while complicating processing. Great progress has
been made toward synthesizing bulk metallic glasses (BMGs)
since the ﬁrst amorphous materials made (in 19601) by rapid
solidiﬁcation at cooling rates of 106 K/s to form very thin ﬁlms.
Now, multicomponent metallic glasses with critical sizes larger
than 10 mm in diameter have been synthesized with much
lower cooling rates (1−103 K/s).2−4 Particularly interesting are
the Cu−Zr-based BMGs that have the best glass forming ability
(GFA) among binary alloys. Most interesting is that additional
alloying elements can dramatically improve the GFA, leading to
extraordinary mechanical properties and broad engineering
applicability.6,9
Although GFA plays an essential rule in developing thick
BMGs with improved mechanical properties, a fundamental
understanding of the factors controlling GFA remains
controversial, despite numerous experimental and theoretical
studies. Many theories and approaches have been proposed to
predict the optimum compositions for glass formation. For
example, Turnbull10 proposed that GFA increases as the
reduced glass transition temperature, Trg = Tg/Tl, increases,
where Tg is the glass transition temperature and Tl is the
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We examine here the properties of glass-forming liquids of
the composition of Zr54−xCu46Alx (x = 1−25). The details of
MD simulations are in the Supporting Information (SI). Figure
S1a (SI) shows the potential energy of some selected systems
as a function of temperature during the quench process using a
cooling rate of 0.5 × 1011 K/s. We use a high cooling rate
because the atomic ﬂuctuations require a short MD time step
(femtosecond), which limits the simulation time scale for
practical calculations to less than microseconds. As the Al
concentration increases, the potential energy shifts to a higher
level. All curves have a change in slope at around 800 K, which
indicates the glass transition from liquid states.
Thermodynamic variables, such as volume, potential energy,
enthalpy, and so forth, are continuous during the liquid−glass
transition. However, the derivatives of these variables (heat
capacity, thermal expansion) can show an abrupt change at Tg.
This enables us to predict Tg from the MD. We extract the
speciﬁc enthalpy (H) directly from simulations via the
thermodynamic relation H = PV + U, where U is the internal
energy, P is the pressure, and V is the volume. We also calculate
the speciﬁc enthalpy by integrating the speciﬁc heat capacity
(Cp). Our quenching process covers the liquid, undercooled
liquid, and glass regions. For the solid states, classical MD leads
to Cp = 3R, the Dulong−Petit law, where R is the gas constant.
On the basis of previous studies,24−26 the temperaturedependent speciﬁc heat capacity for liquid and undercooled
liquid can be expressed as inversely proportional by a power
series with an inverse square of the temperature term.
Cp = 3R + A × T + B × T −2

Figure 1. (a) Enthalpy (integration of speciﬁc heat capacity) ﬁtting
based on the Gaussian model of potential energy landscape theory. (b)
Fitting parameters B for various Al concentrations. The blue curves are
ﬁtted to a quadratic function ( f(x) = ax2 + bx + c) from 0 to 10% Al,
while the green curve is ﬁtted to 10−25%. The ﬁtting parameters are
a1 = 0.026, b1 = 0.367, and c1 = 58.245 for the blue curve and a2 =
−0.018, b2 = 1.313, and c2 = 53.195 for the green curve.

(1)

We predict Tg and the prefactor B of 1/T2 by ﬁtting the
enthalpy as a function of temperature.
The enthalpy of the Cu46Zr44Al10 system, as a function of
temperature, is shown in Figure 1a. The green line is ﬁtted from
eq 1 in the range of 900−2000 K, and the red line is from the
Dulong−Petit law in the range of 300−500 K. The glass
transition temperature was determined from the intersection of
the solid and liquid enthalpy lines. The Tg of other Al
concentrations was also extracted in the same manner. The Tg
for various Al concentrations is shown in Figure S1b (SI). As
the Al concentration increases from 0 to 10%, Tg increases,
reaching a maximum at around 10%. Then, it decreases past
15%. The solid black line in this ﬁgure corresponds to a secondorder polynomial ﬁt, showing the change of Tg as a function of
Al concentration.
The prefactor B for 1/T2 in the liquid region was also
computed and plotted in Figure 1b. The plot of prefactor B
versus composition shows a convex curvature for Al
concentrations less than 10% with a transition to concave for
Al concentrations above 10%. This can be interpreted in terms
of two liquid regions with diﬀerent thermal properties
separated at 10%. We ﬁtted the B parameters in the two liquid
regions to a second-order polynomial function, leading to the
results shown in blue (<10% Al) and green (>10% Al) in
Figure 1b.
Energy landscape theory suggests that the thermal properties
of undercooled liquids and glasses are related to the potential
energy minima.27−29 The basin enumeration function σ(φ) is
the entropy per particle arising from the existence of multiple
minima of depth φ. The enumeration function is often wellrepresented by a parabola, indicative of a Gaussian distribution
of basins. On the basis of the energy landscape model, the

excess heat capacity (the diﬀerence between the liquid and
glass) of metallic glass-forming liquids approaches a 1/T2
dependence.26 Here, the ﬁtting parameter B represents the
width parameter of the Gaussian distribution of basins and
determines the shape of the enumeration function σ(φ) (the
conﬁguration entropy). The B parameter, as a function of
composition shown in Figure 1b, indicates that the potential
energy landscape of glass-forming liquids changes much faster
as Al is added up to 10% Al; then, it slows for Al concentrations
past the phase boundary. Although we cannot relate this liquid
change directly with the GFA, the phase boundary of two
liquids is close to the best GFA zone. This indicates that the
potential energy landscape plays some roles in determining the
GFA and provides another way to consider the GFA of
diﬀerent compositions.
To obtain the thermodynamic driving force for crystallization, we extracted the free energy of the crystal phases and
liquid phases using the two-phase thermodynamics (2PT)
density of states model which provides accurate free energies
and entropies from short MD trajectories.30−37 The details of
the 2PT model and the free-energy approach for the liquid and
mixed crystal phases are in the SI. Figure 2a shows the free
energy of the various phases, including the crystal phases and
liquid phases for various Al concentrations. The common
tangent rule was applied to extract the free energy of mixing
crystal phases from the three crystal structures. Then, ΔG was
obtained by the free-energy diﬀerence of liquid and mixing
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decreases with higher shear strain rates, showing a shearthinning behavior. The red line is ﬁt with the Curreau
equation40
η0
η(γ )̇ =
(1 + (λγ )̇ 2 )α
(2)
where γ̇ is the shear rate. It shows that the metallic liquid is a
Newtonian ﬂuid for shear strain rates smaller than 0.5 × 10−3
per ps. We ﬁnd a Newtonian viscosity of 27.8 cP from the ﬁt.
The melt viscosities for various Al concentrations were also
extracted using the same approach, leading to the results shown
in Figure 3a.

Figure 2. (a) Free energy of various phases (liquids and three crystal
phases) from 2PT calculations. (b) Thermodynamic driving force of
glass-forming liquids at T = 800 K (just above Tg) calculated from the
free-energy diﬀerence of the liquid phase and mixing crystal phase. It
decreases to a constant value for an Al concentration above ∼12.5%.

crystal phases, as shown in Figure 2b. The thermodynamic
driving force decreases as the Al concentration increases and
then becomes constant when the Al concentration passes
through 12.5%, indicating a better GFA region with an Al%
concentration higher than 12.5%.
Viscosity plays an essential role in glass-forming liquids
because it determines the α-relaxation time for undercooled
liquids. [The α-relaxation ceases when T approaches Tg, while
the β-relaxation process persists into the glassy state.] An
increase of viscosity decreases the atomic diﬀusivity, making it
hard for the system to ﬁnd the optimal atomic rearrangement
for crystallization. An important parameter here is the nose
temperature, which is deﬁned by the minimum crystallization
time in the time−temperature transformation (TTT) diagram.
Previous studies38 found that the melt viscosity at the nose
temperature is the signiﬁcant factor determining the GFA. The
nose temperature is typically ∼100−200 K higher than Tg.38
Here, we measured the melt viscosities of undercooled liquids
based on R-NEMD studies in ref 39 at T = 1000 K, which is
estimated to be the nose temperature for various Al
concentrations. We also computed the temperature-dependent
viscosities of three typical Al concentrations (5%, 10, and 20%)
from 900 to 1500 K. The details of viscosity calculations from
MD simulations and R-NEMD methods are in the SI.
Figure S2 (SI) shows the viscosity as a function of the shear
strain rate for Cu46Zr44Al10 at T = 1000 K. The shear viscosity

Figure 3. Dynamical viscosity from R-NEMD calculations over the
temperatures range of 900−1500 K for various Al compositions. (a)
Viscosity for various Al concentrations at T = 1000 K. The melt
viscosity is constant below 12.5% Al and decreases at higher
concentrations of 25% Al. The melt viscosity is 30% below the low
Al values. (b) Temperature dependence of viscosity for selected Al
concentrations. The curve for 10% Al is stiﬀer than the other two
cases. Experimental data are from ref 43.

We see that the melt viscosities remain constant as the Al
concentration increases until ∼12.5% composition and then
drop past this point. The viscosity ﬁnally drops 30% as the Al
concentration reaches 25%. Thus, on the basis of viscosity, we
expect the good GFA in the region with an Al concentration
lower than 12.5%.
We also investigated the temperature-dependent dynamic
viscosity for some typical Al concentrations (5, 10, and 20%)
based on R-NEMD at temperatures from 900 to 1500 K. These
results are shown in Figure 3b. The temperature-dependent
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dynamic viscosities can be described by the Vogel−Fulcher−
Tammann (VFT) equation
⎡
T0 ⎤
η = η0 × exp⎢D ×
⎥
T − T0 ⎦
⎣

(3)

where T0 is referred to as the VFT temperature, D is known as
the fragility parameter, and η0 is the high-temperature limit of
viscosity. The viscosity ﬁtting parameters of three alloys at
various Al concentrations are listed in Table S1 (SI). We see
that the 10% Al concentration has the highest viscosity when
the temperature is lower than 1100 K and that the slope of the
curve becomes much stiﬀer as the temperature approaches Tg.
This indicates a much higher viscosity for 10% Al liquids than
the other two cases when approaching Tg.
On the basis of classical nucleation theory, the activation
barrier for crystallization in the undercooled liquid is ΔG* =
16πσ3/(3ΔG2), where σ is the interfacial energy of the critical
nuclei and ΔG is the thermodynamical driving force. Thus, a
low thermodynamical driving force (ΔG) and a high interfacial
energy lead to the improved BMG stability. On the other hand,
from a kinetics viewpoint, a viscous liquid should have high
viscosity in order to deter the crystallization and realize the high
GFA of vitreous alloys. Figure 2b shows that the lowest ΔG
occurs above 12.5% Al, while Figure 3a shows that the largest
dynamic viscosity occurs for Al less than 12.5%. These results
indicate that the best GFA region is ∼12.5% Al.
To understand how the local atomic conﬁgurations might
aﬀect the GFA, we examined the undercooled glass-forming
liquid structure at 800 K for various Al concentrations and
characterized them in terms of a Voronoi analysis,41 which
partitions space in terms of Voronoi polyhedra (VP) containing
all points closer to an atom than to any other atoms. Here, each
VP is represented by the indexes ( f 3, f4, f5, f6) corresponding to
the number of triangular, tetragonal, pentagonal, and hexagonal
faces. Taking Cu and Zr as the polyhedral centers, we examined
the VPs related to GFA. For Cu-centered polyhedral, we
considered polyhedral such as (0, 0, 12, 0), which is typical of
an icosahedral structure, and we considered (0, 2, 8, 2) and (0,
1, 10, 2), indicating the distorted icosahedral structures. In
contrast, fcc and hcp would lead to (0, 12, 0, 0), while bcc
would lead to (0, 6, 0, 8). We also examined the Zr-centered
polyhedral (0, 1, 10, 4) and (0, 1, 10, 5), which are believed to
relate to the slowness of liquid motions in Cu−Zr−Al ternary
metallic liquids.42
The Voronoi analysis results for undercooled liquids of
various Al concentrations are shown in Figure 4. The Cucentered (0, 0, 12, 0) index increases abruptly as the Al
concentration increases from 0 to 10% and remains constant
above 10% Al. Cu-centered (0, 2, 8, 2) and Zr-centered (0, 1,
10, 4) show a similar but less pronounced increase. These
results indicate that the icosahedral structure is the most
important structure determining the GFA16 and that the liquid
structure around Tg becomes more stable when the Al
concentration is higher than 10%.
Our Voronoi analyses in Figure 4 also indicate two liquid
regions having diﬀerent structural character, which is consistent
with the thermodynamic properties that indicate a correlation
of the structure and potential energy landscape. For Al
concentrations less than 10%, the Cu-centered icosahedral
indexes increase proportionally as the Al component increases,
while they remain almost constant for Zr-centered icosahedra.
For Al concentration > 10%, the Cu-centered icosahedral

Figure 4. Voronoi polyhedron analyses at glass transition temperatures
for various Al concentrations. The icosahedron (0, 0, 12, 0) increases
dramatically when the Al concentration is less than 10%, reaching a
constant when Al is greater than 10%. The insets are the Cu-centered
(0, 0, 12, 0) and (0, 2, 8, 2) polyhedra, where the yellow represents the
Cu atom and the black represents the Zr atom. Other abundant VPs in
the undercooled liquids include (0, 3, 6, 4), (0, 2, 8, 1), (0, 2, 8, 4), and
(0, 3, 6, 3), which are 6.2, 5.9, 5.0, and 4.3%, respectively, in
Cu46Zr44Al10 liquids at Tg. The other small fraction of less than 4% VPs
is over 20 types. The solid black line is to help view the icosahedron
ratios as a function of Al concentration.

indexes change little with respect to the increase of Zr-centered
indexes. Because the Al atom radius (1.25 Å) is less than the Zr
atom radius (1.55 Å), but close to the Cu atom radius (1.35 Å),
we expect the icosahedral structures to form easily as the Al
concentration increases. However, when Al is above 10%, we
observe a nearly constant number of icosahedral structures,
indicating that the GFA decreases as Al increases from 10 to
25%. These results are consistent with the previous analyses of
the thermodynamic driving force and viscosity, indicating that
the best GFA is at around 10−12.5% Al.
The results presented in Figure S1b (SI) and Figure 1b show
that the ternary Cu−Zr−Al glass-forming liquid properties are
composition-dependent. The behavior of Tg and the ﬁtting
parameter B from eq 1 are quite diﬀerent for Al less than 10%
compared to those for Al above 10%. These results indicate that
the composition change in the two regions may play diﬀerent
roles in the GFA and may also aﬀect the mechanical or thermal
properties of BMGs at room temperature. The calculations of
thermodynamic driving force and melt viscosity show that the
best GFA region is around 12.5% Al, which is very close to the
phase boundary of two liquids. The structure analyses for the
various glass-forming liquids around Tg conﬁrmed that the two
liquid regions cross at 10% Al. Thus, taken together, our colocations indicate that the best GFA region is at 10−12.5% Al.
As the Al component increases from 0 to 25% (substituting
for Zr atoms), we ﬁnd that the liquid-phase regions lead to two
distinctly diﬀerent tendencies in the potential energy landscape,
the icosahedral structure ratios, the melt viscosity, and the
thermodynamic driving force. The combination of melt
viscosities, thermodynamic driving force, and icosahedral
structures in glass-forming liquids suggests that the best GFA
region is at 10−12.5% Al. These predictions are consistent with
experimental data extracted from the contour map of the
experiment,22 showing that the best GFA region (along the line
examined here) is 9−12% Al. Figure S3 (SI) compares the
experimental results to our predictions for replacing Zr with Al
while ﬁxing the Cu atom concentration, which corresponds to
the line in the ternary phase diagram.
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Summarizing, the high GFA from adding 12.5% Al to Zrbased BMGs is a direct result of (1) an increased melt viscosity,
which slows the dynamical motion of the liquids; (2) a
decreased thermodynamic driving force that suppresses crystal
nucleation; and (3) high ratios of icosahedron structures that
stabilize the liquid structure at around Tg. These three factors
prevent the liquid from crystallizing and improve the GFA of
BMGs.
On the basis of this examination of GFA for the current Cu−
Zr−Al system, we suggest that the combination of melt
viscosity, thermodynamic driving force, and icosahedral
structure ratios could be used to predict the optimum
combinations of ternary alloys for the best GFA. Such MD
simulations could be used to discover optimum glass formers
for a complex ternary phase diagram prior to costly
experimental synthesis and characterization. We consider that
our model combining the melt viscosity, the thermodynamic
driving force, and the amount of icosahedral character is
suﬃciently general that it could serve for examining the GFA of
other potential BMGs. Interesting applications include
extending our analysis to Fe-based and Pd-based metallic
glasses.
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